
 
 

Year 11 into 12 Bridging the Gap  

Summer Work for 2020 Entry 

 

We want you to be really successful and what it takes to be successful at GCSEs is different from being 

successful at A-Levels. Although you have fewer subjects there are different skills at A-Level and the 

volume of work is greater because the depth and detail is more demanding. 

Bridging the Gap Work will reassure you that the subject you have selected is for you, or allow you time to 

change your choice of subject at enrolment, as long as there is space and you meet the entry criteria. We 

want you to study a course that interests you and you are sufficiently qualified to study. 

 

Head of Subject: Mr McLoughlin 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject:  
History – Tsarist and Communist Russia 1855-
1917. Week 4. Part 4 of 6 

Aim of Bridging Work: 
To know key events relating to the Tsarist and Communist Russia course, and to develop wider contextual 
knowledge of modern European history.  
To develop independent research skills, as well as revision skills.  
To familiarise yourself with reading and interpreting academic history. 

Equipment List for 1st Lesson: 
 A4 Ring bound folder. 

 Plastic wallets. 

 Folder dividers. 

 Plenty of A4 lined and margined paper. 

 Highlighters.  

 Core textbook 

Textbook(s) for September: 
Core textbook: Chris Corin and Terry Fiehn, Tsarist and Communist 
Russia 1855-1964  
Reading List: 

1. Martin Sixsmith, Russia: A Thousand Year Chronicle of the 
Wild East (you can read it, or listen to the book on 
Youtube).  

2. Geoffrey Hosking, A Short Introduction to Russian History 
(Oxford Very Short Introductions). 

3. John Hirst, The Shortest History of Europe (awesome 
quick read to get an overview of European history) 



 
 

 

 
Thank you all for the work you have submitted for the British unit. The other Unit that you will be 

studying is Tsarist Russia. Please can you email the Russia work to Miss Stevens at estevens@sph.co.uk 

Task 4: Work due 25/5 

Create a large timeline (either on a few pieces of paper stuck together, a roll of plain wallpaper backing or 

on the computer, over a few pages). This should include the dates of the tsars; key political, social, cultural 

and economic developments; and major events (such as wars, revolutions, famines and strikes). Your 

timeline should also include images of the tsars, as well as a biography about each one. Get creative! Use 

images to enhance your timeline; colour code events by theme and try to make links between key events. 

Here are a few good websites to get you started:  

Once you have finished, take a picture and email the work to estevens@sphcs.co.uk. Thanks 

https://www.history.com/topics/russia/russia-timeline 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Russia/Russia-from-1801-to-1917 

https://www.bl.uk/russian-revolution/articles/timeline-of-the-russian-revolution 

https://www.totallytimelines.com/tsarist-russia-1855-to-1922/ 
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